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Abstract: 

Machine learning is a study of pattern recognition and computational theory in artificial intelligence. Machine learning can be used in 

face detection, face recognition, Image classification, speech recognition, Genetics, Signal denoising, Weathor forecast etc. . . .It can 

be used in many real world problems. Extreme learning machine performed by using this machine learn ing algorithm. Linear 

regression, Random forest, Support Vector Machine, Decision trees are mainly used learn ing algorithms.ELM can applicab le for wide 

range of machine learning problems.Bigdata is a term for datasets that are so large or complex so that traditional data processing 

applications are inadequate to deal with them. By using toolboxes we can do these problems. Using these toolboxes provide an 

efficient result and saves time of researchers and data analyst and it includes all major model structure and selection options and 

regularizat ion methods ,tools for big data pre-processing and parallel computing .  
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I. INTRODUCTION 

 

Extreme Learning machine are feed forward neural network for 

classification or regression with a single layer of hidden nodes, 

where the weights connecting input to hidden nodes are 

randomly assigned and never updated. Randomly generated 

means random number generator is a computational device 

designed to generate a sequence of numbers or symbols that 

cannot be reasonably predicted better than by a random chance. 

ELM is non-iterative linear solution for the output weights 

which is possible because there is no dependence between input 

and output weights like in back propagation .And it provides 

speeds of the program. SLFNs have three layers of neurons but 

the name single comes from only layer of non-linear neurons in 

the model-hidden layer. Input layer p rovides data features and 

performs no computations, output layer is linear without a 

transformation function .Here the input weights are fixed, the 

output weights are independent of training data and have a direct 

solution without iteration .In linear output layer, solution is also 

linear and very fast to compute. Random input layer weights 

improve the generalization properties of the solution of a linear 

output layer, because they produce almost orthogonal (weakly 

correlated) hidden layer features. The solution of a linear system 

is always in a span of input limited orthogonal inputs  provide a 

larger solution space volume with the second strained weights. 

Small norms of the weights tend to make the system more stable 

and noise resistant as errors in input will not be amplified in the 

output of the linear system with smaller coefficients. Thus 

random hidden layer generates weakly correlated hidden layer 

features, which allow for a solution with a small norm and a 

good generalizat ion performance...Hidden neurons transform 

input data into a different representation Transformation done in 

two ways ,First is data is projected into the hidden layer with 

input weights and projected data is transformed. Non-linear 

transformation greatly increases the learning capabilities of ELM 

.After transformat ion, data in the hidden layer used for finding 

output layer weight .To classify a dataset with ELM, data targets 

need to be set in a special manner if the classes are independent 

and categorical then one target is created for each class. Targets 

for the correct classes are set to zero. The pred icted class is 

assigned according to the target with largest ELM output .If the 

classes are ordinal and have a ranking they are translated into 

real numbers. Only one target is created for all classes and 

predicted class is one with closest number to an ELM output. To 

improve the performance of ELM model structure selection also 

done. This process prevents ELM from learn ing noise from data 

and over fitting; it does by artificially limit ing learning ability of 

an ELM. Training datasets has mult iple instances of inputs and 

corresponding targets, which are generated by projected data and 

an added noise. The noise term includes both random noise and 

projection from features not samples with associated noise is 

called over fitting. Hidden neurons can be added and removed 

randomly or can be ranked by their relevance to the problem. It 

is called Optimal pruning, It ach ieves better performance with a 

longer runtime .Another model is Tikhnov regularizat ion. It is 

efficient for achieving numerical stability in near-singular 

ELMs. Big data problems also solved by ELM toolboxes .The 

HP-toolbox implements state of the art knowledge in ELMs and 

high performance It helps to save the time of end users on 

creating yet another implementation of ELM, which is better 

spent on their own research or application area instead .ELM 

achieve best scalabilty with out of memory accelerated 

processing on big data. HP-ELM toolbox written in python 

programming language using efficient numerical libraries like 

Numpy and scipy. To obtain an accelerated toolbox, first 

download and install MAGMA math library. Then running 

make, make shared and make install in console from MAGMA 

directory. Second step is download the toolbox achieves from its 

repository. There is an accelerated code which must be 

compiled. To compile an accelerated ELM library run the code 
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of HP-ELM. After that go to the root directory of the toolbox 

and install accelerated toolbox with Python setup. python install. 

The HP-ELM toolbox for big data is provided by the hpelm.  

HPELM class .All data is stored in HDF5 format. The toolbox 

names of HDF5 files as inputs and outputs. Data can be read 

from or written to any place of a matrix.  ELM solution is 

computed iteratively by reading chunks of data from HDF5 file. 

Targets of new input predicted iteratively and saved into an 

HDF5 files and error is computed iteratively. It makes big data 

Elm independent of number of samples in dataset. Large datasets 

are classified with the toolbox on a works tation with 4 core 4 

GHZ and GTX Titan Black GPU. Datasets split into training and 

test sets and stored in HDF5 format. They are processed by 

HPELM toolbox class on both CPU and GPU .Datasets split into 

training and test sets and stored in HDF5 format .They are 

processed by HPELM toolbox class on both CPU and GPU.The 

classification is done by a basic ELM model with sigmoid 

hidden neurons.With low number of neurons datasets is 

processed in a few seconds on any Hardware.   This paper is 

organized as follows: In Section II the survey of different 

methods is described and section III includes the conclusion. 

 

II. LITERATURE S URVEY 

 

In machine learning preforms pattern recognition and 

computational learning and regression and classification .To 

perform these operations use learning algorithms like Linear 

regression, A Random forest, Support vector machine, Graphic 

Processing Unit, Online Sequantial Learning Algorithm, 

Multipurpose Sparse Regression Algorithm etc. In this paper 

,introduction to Graphic Processing Unit topic,[1] allows 

performing regression on large data sets in reasonable time .The 

main component of this approach consist in speeding up slowest 

operation by using Graphics Processing Unit instead of 

processor.Due to advances in technology ,datasets increases 

rapidly so traditional methods cannot be applicable so use 

machine learning techniques .Video card are example of this 

.Here use GPU ,instead of running the most time consuming part 

of algorithm on the GPU ,the entire ELM will run on the GPU. 

The parallelization of algorithm across GPUs being implemented 

such that several ELMs can be evaluated in parallel.  

 

B.Huang et.al proposed Online Sequantial Learning Algorithm 

[2]for feed forward network uses the data can learn one by one 

and chunk by chunk with fixed or vary ing chunk size .In OS-

ELM ,the parameters of hidden nodes are randomly selected and 

output weights are analytically determined based on sequantialy 

arriving data .In earlier time back propagation algorithm used for 

training SLFNs with additive hidden nodes .Back propagation is 

also batch learning algorithm. Single Layer Feed Forward 

network is a artificial neural network where connections between 

the units do not form a direct cycle. Here information moves in 

only one direction from input nodes through hidden nodes and to 

the output nodes .Here no cycles and or loops.IN SGBP ,network 

parameters are learned at each iteration on the basis of first order 

informat ion of instantaneous value of cost function of current 

training pattern. But it suffers slow training error. Some 

clustering algorithms like hierarchical and K-means are used. To 

overcome training error in a machine introduce recursive 

Levenberg-Marqard algorith m and it shorten all convergence but 

need more time for processing. Then it will be use feedforward 

network with RBF nodes so introduce OS-ELM that can handle 

both additive and RBF nodes in unified framework.The training 

observation are sequentially. At any time, newly arrived single 

or chunk of observation are seen and learned. Topic[4] describes 

about Double regularized ELM is an advanced modification of 

ELM for solving missing data problems.Missing data is a 

challenge in research fields because missing of data leads 

complet ion of research. Support Vector Machine and Multi layer 

Neural network are tradit ional methods to solve this problem.It 

cannot be done in large datasets so we use ELM when we use 

ELM the irrelevant variable in datasets happens when we 

dealing with realworld  data .Avoiding this wrapper 

methodology will be used. Double regularized ELM using 

LARS and L2 penalt ies.In this process pairwise distance 

estimation is done. Missing data can be appeared in missing 

completely at random missing at random, missing not at random. 

Before the innovation of this listwise deletion will be used.It will 

done under the assumption of data are missing completely at. 

Random. Expectation maximization, Expectation conditional 

maximization and condition maximization. The paper, a  study on 

the learning speed  of feedforward neural network[5]required by 

solving this introduce extreme learn ing machine for single 

hidden layer feed forward neural network, which randomly 

chooses input weights and analyticaly determines the output 

weights. The results based on realworld benchmarking function 

approximation and classification problems includ ing large 

complex applications. The fed forward network focused two 

aspects, first is Universal approximation on compact input and 

second is Approximation in a finite set. Universal approximation 

capabilit ies for multi layered feed forward neural network and 

fin ite learning set used in realtime applications.Gradient Descent 

based learning methods are generally used but it is very slow due 

to improper learning .If the number of various clusters hidden 

neurons is equal to umber of training samples. This topic 

describes Supervised learning[6] in the form of regression (for 

continuous outputs)and classification(for discrete outputs)is an 

important constituent of statistics and machine learning ,either 

for analysis of data sets ,or as a subgoal of a more complex 

problem.Trad itionally parametric models have been used for 

purpose.These have a possible advantages in ease of 

interpretability, but for complex counter parts (such as 

feedforward network ),  may not be easy to work with in 

practice.The advent of kernel machines,such as Support Vector 

Machine and Goussian processes has opened the possibility of 

flexib le models which are practical to work with.Support Vector 

Machine analyse data used for classification and regression 

analysis .Given a set of training examples, each marked as 

belonging to one or the other of two catagories an SVM training 

algorithm builds  marked as belonging to one or the other two 

catagories, an SVM training algorithm builds a model that 

assigns new examples to one category or the other,making it a 

non-probabilistic binary linear classifier. In addition to 

performing linear classification, SVMs can efficiently perform a 

non-linear classification using Kernal t rick, implicit ly mapping 

their inputs into high dimensional feature spaces. Goussian 

process is a collection of random variables, any finite number of 

which has (consistent) joint Goussian distributions. Here only 

using covariance function. And find out such functions and 

understanding the properties of functions drawn from GPs with 

particular covariance functions is an important ongoing research 

goal. When the properties of these functions are known.One will 
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be able to interpret the covariance functions chosen by 

maximizing marg inal like LaHood, to get a better understanding 

of the data.In the case of non-Goussian likelyhoods (such as 

needed forclassification)train ing becomes more complicated.One 

can resort to approximations, such as Lapalce approximation, or 

approximations based on projecting the non-Goussian posterior 

onto the closest Gaussian(in a KL sense) or sampling 

techniques.Another is computational limitat ions.A straight 

forward implementation of the sample technique  requires 

inversion of covariance matrix with a memory complexity and a 

computational complexity. This is feasible on a desktop 

computer for dataset sizes up to few thousands. Although there 

are many interesting machine learn ing problems with such 

relatively small datasets, a lot of current work is going into the 

development of approximate methods for larger datasets. The 

paper a study on Machine pursuit algorithms  [7] learn a function 

that is a weighted sum of basic functions, by sequentially 

appending functions to an initially empty basis to approximate a 

target function in the least square sense. We show how matching 

pursuit can be extended to use non-squared error loss functions 

and how it can be used to build kernel –based solutions to 

machine learning problems, while keeping control o f the sparsity 

of the solution. Here present a version of the algorithm that 

makes an optimal choice of both the next basis and the weights 

of all the previously choosen bases.Finally links to boosting 

algorithms and RBF t rain ing procedures as well as an extensive 

experimental comparison with SVMs for classification and 

showing comparable results with typically much sparser 

models.Machine learning pursuit was originally introduced in 

the signal processing community as an algorithm that 

decomposes any signal into a linear expansion of waveforms that 

are selected from reductant dictionary of function.Sparse 

function approximat ion scheme called user model exhibits the 

visual ideas of a user.If we prov ided experimental evidence that 

such greedy constructive algorithms can perform as well as 

SVMs while allowing a better control of the sparsity of the 

solution and thus often lead to solutions with far fewer support 

vectors.It should also be mentioned that the use of a dictionary 

gives a lot of flexibility as it can be extended in a direct and 

straight forward manner allowing for instance to mix several 

kernel shapes to chooses from or to include other  non-kernel 

functions based on prior knowledge.The advantage of 

computational brought by the sparsity of the models obtained 

with the kernel matching pursuit algorithms, one might suspect 

that generalizat ion error also depends on the number of support 

vectors. Multipurpose Sparse Regression algorithm is an input 

selection method for the purpose of estimat ing several response 

variables. It is a forward selection procedure for linearly 

parameterized models,which updates with carefully chosen step 

lengths.The step length rule extends the correlation criterion of 

the Least Angle Regression algorithm for many responses .Here 

presents a general concept and explicit formulas for three 

different variants of the algorithm .based on these experiments 

with simulated data .many practical regression tasks have several 

input variables available for model construction. The data 

analyst may not know how the inputs are related to the response 

variables. Linear models have many response variables with 

single response problem .A small number of observations 

compared to the number of inputs causes the problem of 

overfitting, the model fits well on train ing data but poorly on all 

other ones. Highly correlated inputs cause the problem of 

collinearity,model interpretation is misleading as variation in an 

input can be compensated by variation in another one.In 

subspace approach data are projected  onto a smaller subspace in 

which the models fitted .Input selection differs from the two 

other with the squared error loss which iteratively add new 

functions to the linear expansion.If we provided experimental 

evidence that such greedy constructive algorithms can perform 

as well as SVMs while allowing a better control of the sparsity 

of the solution and thus often lead to solutions with far fewer 

support vectors.It should also be mentioned that the use of a 

dictionary gives a lot of flexib ility as it can be extended in a 

direct and straight forward manner allowing for instance to mix 

several kernel shapes to chooses from or to include other  non-

kernel functions based on prior knowledge.The advantage of 

computational brought by the sparsity of the models obtained 

with the kernel matching pursuit algorithms,one might suspect 

that generalizat ion error also depends on the number of support 

vectors. Based on these experiments with simulated data. many 

practical regression tasks have several input variables available 

for model construction .The data analyst may not know how the 

inputs are related to the response variables. Linear models have 

many response variables with single response problem .A s mall 

number of observations compared to the number of inputs causes 

the problem of overfitting, the model fits well on train ing data 

but poorly on all other ones. Highly correlated inputs cause the 

problem of co linearity, model interpretation is misleading as 

variation in an input can be compensated by variation in another 

one.In subspace approach data are projected  onto a smaller 

subspace in which the models fitted .Input selection differs from 

the two other. 

 

III. CONCLUS ION 

 

This survey has been performed for identifying an easy way for 

solving bigdata problems by using extreme learning machine 

toolbox. It is easy and fast to install and easy to use. Tool box 

reduce overhead including a fast file storage and efficient matrix 

algebra libraries. It can applicable for wide range of machine 

learning problems.The toolbox enable full potential of ELMs to 

the widest range of users. This machine learn ing technique 

applicable in business industry like evaluating trends and sales 

estimate and Road speed cameras and sports performance etc..   
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